Curtailed two-stage designs in Phase II clinical trials.
When the accrual rate is low and the treatment period is long, a long observational period is required before information concerning the primary end point, such as binary response, becomes available in the study. Simon's two-stage designs are often employed in Phase II clinical trials to avoid giving patient an ineffective drug. Thus, if the new drug is ineffective then this design would certainly accelerate the process of drug discovery and development. However, for a promising new drug this design may still require a long observational period. Therefore, when drug safety is not a primary concern, this paper proposes curtailed two-stage designs to shorten the drug development process as soon as the treatment either shows lack of efficacy or is very effective. The proposed design is superior to Simon's two-stage designs in terms of savings in expected sample size and is much easier to implement in practice than stochastically curtailed Simon's designs.